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NEW QUESTION: 1
Overview
Your company is offering a new summer discount for its customers. In the following questions,
take actions to update the New Summer Sales Discount that your sale representatives will
share with customers.
In the New Summer Sales Discount document, go to the Details section and change the
numbered list to a bulleted list.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is one of the three levels of plan in PRINCE2?
A. Project Brief
B. Programme Plan
C. Benefits Review Plan
D. Team Plan
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

Which of the following server roles should be configured for a host which indexes its internal
logs locally?
A. Monitoring Console (MC)
B. Indexer
C. Cluster master
D. Search head
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
While developing a story during the iteration, team discovered new tasks that were not
identified earlier. A newly discovered task is such that the User Story cannot be completed
during the iterations. What are the most appropriate actions for the team to perform?
A. Let the Product Owner decide if there is still a way to meet the iteration goals.
B. Discuss the situation with the Scrum Master and see if there is still a way to meet the
iteration goals.
C. Modify the scope of other User Stories to allow completion of the Sprint backlog.
D. Drop the User Story and inform the Product Owner that it will be delivered in the next
iteration.
Answer: A
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